Further measurements have been made on the disintegration curve of mesotrons. An extensive set of data gives a mean lifetime of 2.15&O.07 microseconds as calculated from the differential disintegration curve.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
'HE authors of the present paper have recently described a method for the experimental determination of the disintegration curve of Tnesotrons and have given a preliminary account of the results obtained. ' The method has been since improved and a new and more extensive set of data has been taken. A summary of the riew results is presented here.
The experimental arrangement, which is similar in principle to that used in the previous experiment, is schematically represented in Fig. 1 In addition to the records representing disintegration events, records will be obtained whenever ' B. Rossi and N. Nereson, Phys. Rev. 62, 417 (1942 between the values of n with a given absorber and with no absorber represents the number of decay electrons per hour coming out of the absorber and recorded by counters 8. 'F. Rasetti, Phys. Rev. 60, 198 (1941) .
(second column). The last column of Table I gives the "yield, " namely, the ratio between the number of decay electrons recorded and the total number of mesotrons stopped.
The ratios between the numbers X -Xp of the mesotrons stopped in the three absorbers correspond very closely to the theoretical predictions, based upon the theory of ionization losses of mesotrons in matter (see especially the paper by Rossi and Greisen'). The yield (n -np)/(X -Xp) appears to be a rapidly decreasing function of the atomic number. This is exactly what one would expect because the range of the disintegration electrons decreases rapidly as the atomic number is increased.
In aluminum the average range of the disintegration electrons, which have an energy of about 40 Mev, is approximately 6 cm. Since the thickness of the absorber is 2.3 cm, it may be assumed that almost all of the disintegration electrons produced in the aluminum come out of the absorber. If all mesotrons stopped in the absorber disintegrated, the average "yield" in the case of aluminum should be approximately equal to 47 
